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The A.merican persimmon ( Diospyros virc:1iniana . ) is <1 
deciduous t:cee native to the Southec;stern united States, .:mu 
is the only genus of the Eoenaceae that is indigenous. 1his 
study is a complete reveiw of what is known about this spe-· 
cies concerning taxonomy, ecology, morphology, history, 
distribution, anatomy, cytology, propagation, diseases, and 
pests, toxicity, chemical composition, and economic values. 
'I'he sexuality and fruit production of the persimmon is 
variable an6 not well understood. The small bell shaped 
flowers are usually dioecious, but they may 'also be rr.on".)(�-. 
cious, or monoecious in one year and dioecious in another� 
In rarer instances they are perfect. 
may also be present. 
�he fruit is a true berry. They exceed all ether fr�its 
of the temperate zone in food value. It contains 19 ot ��e 
20 c:..rnino acids and is high in vitamin C� Praline is th�:: 
most abundant amino acid followed by gluta:aine, serine, .:lrgi-
nine, and traces of the others. Asparagine is absent. 
fruits are astringent before ripening and become scf t when 
ripened. A suitable method for ripening fruits has not b2en 
developed. 
Persimmon is one of our heaviest and strongest native 
woods. It has the outstanding properties of stiffness, 
strength in bending and end wise compression, plus the abil-
ity to withstand severe shockloads. 
for shuttles employed in weaving. 
It is the prefered wood 
1he persimmon is an environmentaly important tree. In 
Southern Illinois it was found to be a dominant tree in the 
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succession of old fields characterized by high radiation loads 
and temperature. 'l:he leaves light saturate at approximat2ly 
5,500 foot candles with a rate of photosynthesis of 17 mg C02 
d -2· -1 m n • 'l'he American persimmon is well adapted to high iso-
lation and low water supply. It will form thickets on dry 
eroding slopes, roadsides and grows on coal stripped lands. 
It is also a grainery for many wild animals in late fall and 
winter. 
'I'here are two chromosome races of D. vi rqini ana consist-
ing of a 60 chromosome tetraploid race and a 90 chromos�ne 
hexaploid race. The tetraploid race is found in the South-
eastern portion of its range, while the hexaploid race occurs 
West and North. 
Economically, the .i\rnerican persimmon is not of n-:uch irn-
portance. The fruits are usually too soft to r.1arket after 
ripening. The tree produces an excellent timb.sr and has been 
in great demand for a number of high grade uses. As a result, 
forest drain has greatly exceeded the rate of replacement. 
Therefore, persimmon tirnber of high quality is in short sup-
ply. The tree has a few medicinal properties, and the leaves 
can be brewed to make a tea high in vitamin c .  It is an ex-
tremely hardy tree virtually disease free. The wood is resis-
tant to termites, and the main termicidal component has been 
identified as 7-methyljuglone. This native tr0e is so proli-
fie that it is considered a weed in some areas. 
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IN'I'E.ODUCTION : 
'I'he common persimmon ( f)iosoyros virginiana L.) is c.. 
familiar tree native to the south easte rn United states. 
It is one of the most intere sti ng of our native trees. 
i·.-�ost people can easily recogn ize it by its characteristic 
small tomato or plum-like fruits and deepJ.y irregular fis-
sured bark. It has various economic uses. 'lhe fruit is 
edible and n utri tious. '1hose who know the fru its at thei r 
best will travel miles for its unusual flavor (l�erritt, 
I<.insey, and Hollins, 1958}. 'l'he trees are wild a nd fairly 
common, spr eading like a weed in pastures. 
'l'he persimmon has received much criticism, bot h ad-
verse and favorable. Early and recen t writers ,.;ho discuss-
ed the food value of the fruit have prophesied that the 
tree would soon be gi ven a place in cur gardens and or­
chards. Others who have be.:m aquainted only with the im­
mature fruit or with young sprouts in cultivated fields 
have nothing to say in its favor and have spent their 
energies toward its destruction rather than its propaga­
tion. 'l'he horticultural possibilities of this tree h uve 
never received the attention it deserves. Eo wever , sorne 
work has been comp le ted concernin0 the secondary chemical 
conststuents, 1norphology, anatomy and pests of Diospyros 
virginiana. 
'?he purpose of this study is to review what is knm.;:·1 
about the taxonomy, ecology, �norphology, history, di se ases, 
pests , toxicity, che!nical composition, and economic uses of 
the .Z\merican persimmon. 
NOMENCLA'IURE AND DESCRIBTION 
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'l'he American persimrr.on belongs to the Ebenaceae (Ebony 
family ) . The nurnber of genera within the family varies 2rom 
3-7 depending on the author (Spongberg, 1977 and 1979; 
Sargent, 1933; Record and Hess, 1943; Britton, 1908), and 
consists of upwards of 500 species (Spongberg, 1979). Most 
of the species are found within tropical and subtropical 
climates, and are distributed throughout the world. 
Diospyros, a taxonomically difficult and large genus of 
the Ebenaceae, contains around 400 species ( Spongberg, J.977 
and 1979}. It is the only genus of the family indigenous to 
the United s-...:ates of America, of which two species, _Q. yir-
ainiana and 0. texana, are found. 'there are three species 
of Diospyros which produce edible fruits, D. lotus and D. 
kaki, both o.: Asian origin from which th� large fruited 
garden or orchard cultivo.rs come from, and .Q.. virginiana 
which is smaller fruited and sweeter. D. texana of Texas 
and New Mexico is a smaller tree with smull black fruits. 
The oriental persimmon .Q.. ka.ki and Q. lotus have been intro­
duced into the subtropical highlands throughout the world 
and are rarely cultivated commercially in California 
( Schery, 1972). D. virqiniana is the best .known species in 
North .t:�merica. 
The genus narne Diospyros, is derived from the Gre�k 
Dias, of 2eus or of Jove, and pyros- grain. These trans-
late into food of the gods in allusion to the sweet fruits 
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fit for the gods (Britton, 1908; I<:celer, 1937; Spongberg, 
1977 and 1979). 'l'he species name virginiana means native ':J-f. 
Virgini a. Persimmon is the Indian name for the tree. It is 
i .lgonquin in origin and co;nes from th2 Delaware word pasi-
menan, which means dried fruits (!-:cl-' her son and l·,cPherson, 
1977). O ther common names include common persimmon, P.meri-
can persimmon , simmon, possum wood and d ate plum (Britton, 
1908; Record and Hess, 1943; Spongberg, 1977 and 1979). 
LEAVES : 
�he leaves are deciduous, . , Slnlp.Le, alternate, oval, 
oblong-oval, ovate or elliptic (Sargent, 1933). They are 
generally 8-15 cm. long and 3-7 cm. wide, pinnately veined, 
narrow rounded or cordate at the base and accuminote to 
abruptly accuminatc at the tip (.Sargent, 1933). 
is entire. ,_,hey e:T\crge frc1. : the bud revoJ."Ln:e, thin, pa.!..� 
reddish green, downy with ciliate r1 argins. During the 
summer they are thick dark green, shining above, pale and 
often pubescent beneath except for the mi�rib and 1nargin 
( Keeler, 1937) (F igures 1 ond 2). In the autumn the leaves 
turn an orange red or sometimes fall without changing color. 
S tipules are absent. 'l'he petiole s are stout, pubesce nt, and 
� to 1 inch in length (Sargen t ,  1933). 1he leaves usually 
have irregular black spots on their upper surfaces (FU!"<:: and 
C-odfrey, 1962). 
FLOHERS : 
'l'he small bell shaped usually dioecious flowers , with 
a 4 lobed greenish yellow or whitG corolla and a 4 lo�ed 
4 
Figure 1. Dorsal surface of the leaves. 
5 
Figure 2. Ventral surface of the leaves. 
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calyx, open late in !·:arch in the deep south to J·une in the 
north (Sargent, 1933). Because they open late they are not 
apt to be killed by spring frost. The flowers are axillary. 
The staminate are generally found in threes and are about 
one-third as large as the pistillate, which are 1.5 cm. long 
and borne singly. The sta�inate flowers contain 16 stamens 
per flower, inserted on the corolla in two rows (Keeler, 
1937). The filaments are short, slender and slightly hairy; 
anthers oblong, two celled, opening longitudinally (Keeler, 
1937). In the case of the pistillate female . flowers, the 
stamens are found eight in number with short filaments, and 
abortive, sometimes fertile anthers (Sargent, 1933). The 
pistil consists of a superior ovary, conical in shape, ul­
timately 8 celled, nClrrowed into four slenaer styles which 
are hairy at the base (Sargent, 1933)(Figure 3). Stmninate 
trees are barren and usually more upright and vigorous look­
ing than pis�illate fruiting trees (Childers, 1972). 
The sexuality and fruit production of the persimmon is 
variable and not well understood a.t this tircie. From what 
is known, persimmons are a biologically unique exc:rnple of 
a complex and v.ariable reproductive system (particularly 
D. ,kaki.and ]2. virginiana)(Spongberg, 1977 and 1979). Usu­
ally the star.1inate and carpel late flowers are found on cif­
ferent individuul plants, and the species is classifieJ as 
dioecious. In some cases, however, flowers of both sexes 
are found on a single tree, a carpellate plant bearing 
staminate flowers on a few branches, or vice versa. Under 
" 
. . 
, .. 
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Figure 3. Flowers of Diospyros virginiana : A ,  carpel-
late flower with its' characteristic folia-
cious calyx lobes, recurved corolla lobes, 
and stam.inodia over the ovary., from alYJve, 
.X6';. B, longitudinal section of carpel late 
flower XS; C, staminodia, X12; 2, function-
al stamens from staminate flowe�, X6; F, 
longitudinc:tl section of stc:inin.J.t.e flower 
showing epipetalous stamens and rudiment-
ary gynoecium, X8. 
8 
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these conditions the species is said to be monoecious 
(Spongberg, �977 and 1979). To add confusion, there is an-. 
other condition in which some plants consistently produce 
flowers of both sexes in one year, but not in another 
(Spongberg, 1977 and 1979). In other rarer instances a few 
perfect flowers may occur on staminate or pistillate plants 
or on plants producing both pistillate and staminate flowers 
(Spongberg, 1977 and 1979). 
POLLE!\ AND POLLINATION : 
In order for normal fruit development to occur, trees 
usually must be pollinated by staminate trees. Pollination 
is by insects but blooming is late when insects are ve�y 
active so that neilrly all the flowers on a tree may be pol­
linated from a staminate tree several hundred feet away 
(Childers, 1972). The pollen is light and though generally 
carried by l:ees, is also wind blown (Fletcher, 1915). 
thenocarpic seedless fruits �re r�re on wild persimmons but 
in cultivars in situations where no pollen is available, 
pari.:henocarpic fruits are set at least on trees of some 
varieties such as Early Golden and :·.uby (Childers, 1972). 
Diospyros virginiana flowers are not usually pollinated 
by flowers of Diospyros lotus or Diosoyros kaki. Gruoov 
(1967) states that these closely related species cross read­
ily. However, Morettini (1947) stutes that he could not 
obtain hybrids between these three species. According to 
McDaniel (1973a) when reciprocal crosses between Q. kaki, 
2n=90 and D. virginiana, 2n=90, have resulted, D. vircinian0 
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was the carpellate parent and all the resulting F1 generation 
appear to have maternal inheritance only. 
Spongberg (1977) states "this evidence, together with 
the occ�sion�l perthenocarpic development of seedless (and 
seeded?) fruits suggests that some apomictic mechanism(s) 
may be present in Diospyros". 'fhis may be why several peo­
ple have reported to me that they have trees heavily pro­
ducing fruit when there is no indication of other trees being 
in the area. What events are necessary for parthenocarpic 
development of persimmon fruits is not known and adds to the 
complexity of the reproductive mechanisms of the genus 
(Spongberg, 1979). 
FRUITS : 
Like to1'.1atoes, which they of ten resemble ir.. size and 
shape and coloration (Spongberg, 1979), the fruits are t�ue 
berries 1 to 2 inches in diameter with from 1 to 10 seeds or 
they may be seedless (Hoodburn, 190o)(Figure 4 ) .  i'lhen ripe 
the fruits are rich in flavor, sweet and somewhat pasty. 
The consistency varies between that of a baked apple and 
a soft custcrd. Before they are ripe they �re very as­
tringent and this astringency is not lost until they are too 
soft and ideal for satisfactory marketing (Childers, 1972). 
r.rhe fruits of late varieties may partially dry on the tree 
at which time they resemble dates in appear.:�nce and flavor 
(Fletcher, 1915). Many people believe a frost is rec:uired 
to remove ustringency, but actually fruits can be p�cked 
11 
• 
Figure 4. Fruits and twig of D. virginiana� notice 
characteristic calyx and tomentose twigs. 
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before frost and held in a warm, dry place where they �ecoDe 
soft and lose their astringency (Chandler, 1942). None of 
the treatments that remove astringency from Diospyros kaki 
fruits while they are still firm have been found effective 
in removing astringency fro.m firrn fruits of Diospyros vir­
ginianci. The fruits r.iust l::ecome soft to be edible. 
The time of ripening varies from August in tl�e deep 
sout11, to late autumn, December or even February in the 
north (Spongberg, J..979). Some trees 111ay hold their fruits 
until xarch, however those ripening before frost are con­
sidered to have the best fl2.vor (Figure 5). Frost wil.l in­
jure the fruit quality, but the fruit of late c�ltivars con­
tinues to ripen on warm days through fall and into early 
winter. Griffith (1972) showed that the !\r:-1ericc-m persi:::T10�1 
could be ripe.1ec.J. with removal of the astringency by trcci 1..­
ment with ethylene gas. For D. kaki cultivars, apples :-:-2.y 
be used as a source of ethylene 9as, but the �nerican per­
simmon needs � greater gas concentration than the oriental 
persi;-nmon to remove all the astringency (Griffith, 1972). 
'I'he astringency is due to water soluble tannins present in 
the tannin cells. Coagulated or pol-y1nerized tannin does 
not cause astringency because of it's water insolubility 
(Goldstein and Swain, 1963). 
'i:'he availabli ty of ethylene 9as in s•<1all quunti ties, 
for dor.1estic use, is a problem. The gas is only avz.i lablc 
in cylinders weighing 150 pounds and containing 500 cubic 
feet of gas, and in smaller, lecture type cartrid9es \·:eigh-
13 
Figure 5. A tree in central Illinois with fruits 
still hanging on in mid December. 
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ing about 3 pounds and containing 3.5 cubic feet of gas. 
Even 3 . 5  cubic feet is a large sum of gas for domestic use. 
Hopef-.1lly, $�aller containers will be available in the near 
future. 
Ethylene is made from ethyl alcohol by removing a mole­
cule of water from the alcohol. Ethyl alcohol will also re­
move the astringency from persimmons, differing from ethylene 
only in the way the fruit ripens. With the use of alcohol 
the ripened fruit is firm-ripe, and may be easily shipped 
without injuring the fruit, where in the case of ethylene 
the fruit becomes soft-ripe and is not easily shipped (Grif­
fith, 1972). Perhaps a way should be found for using ethyl 
alcohol in removing astringency frorr. /lmerican persimrr.ons, 
instead of w2iting for the availablity of ethylene in smal­
ler containers. Ethyl alcohol is available in the form of 
wine, beer and hard liquor. 
The fruit contains 3 5  percent total solids, 31. 74 
percent sugar (90. 7 % of total solids) and 0.88 percent 
protein as compared to the fresh weight (Fletcher, 1915). 
The fruit is also high in iron, potassium and vitan1in c 
(McPherson and McPherson, 1977). The green fruit may con-
tain as high as 3 , 800 mg of vitamin C per kilogram of fruit; 
this level decreases upon ripening (Vinson and Cross, 1942). 
It also contains 19 of the 20 amino acids (Hulme, 1971). 
The most abundant amino acid is proline fo2.lowed by gluta­
mine, serine, arginine and traces of the others; aspara9ine 
is not found (Hulme, 1971). It is exceaded in food v�lue by 
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no ether fruit of the temperate zone (Fraser, 1924), and the 
only fruit \·!hi ch exceeds it in food value is the date ( Flet­
cher, 1915) (')�able 1). It is grown for feeding hogs, but the 
bette::  quality varieties are used for human consumption 
(Fraser, 1921..J.). 
The fruits ure shipped in quart boxes in strawberry 
crates. The larger fruits Ghould be packed in egg crates so 
the fruits are separate (Fraser, 1924). The fruits should 
be harvested with care while they are still hard, otherwise 
the efforts :r.c.y result in an indistinguishable mass with the 
consistency of upplesauce. Persimmons will ripen in a few 
days at .::i. te:·:iperature of 55 F or higher (Lewis, 195 7). The 
best tempera ... .:ure to delay ripening or to hold ripe persimmons 
is 30 -32�F �t a relative h�midity of 85-90 %, if possible 
(Lewis, 1957). 
TWIGS AND BUDS : 
Young twigs are reddish brown and somewhat hairy, be­
cominc:J smooth after the first season (Britton, 1908). The 
older·twigs are fairly slender, slightly zig-zag, grayish or 
reddish bro�m, and usually marked with conspicuous scattered 
orange colored lenticels (Grim, 1962), and terete in cross 
section (Harrar, 1967). The pith is large, greenish to 
white, so1netimes golden yellow, and may be chambered with 
lace like partitions (Grim, 1962). The leaf scars are al­
te:::-nate, raised, semi-oval to semi-eliptical, with a single 
cresent-shaped vascular bundle scar (Harrar, 1967). The 
lc.teral buds are about 1/8 inch in length and are axillary, 
Table 1. Comparative analyses of fresh fruits, showing their food values in percentages 
of the weight of the fruit.a 
Fruit. 
J;pples 
Blackberries 
Cherries 
Currants 
Dates 
Figs 
Grapes 
Oranges ( l'" a val) 
}·eaches 
1-ears 
Persimmons 
Plums 
RaspbP.rries 
Strawberries 
a 
As cited in Fletcher, 1915. 
'l'otal r.�sh. solids. 
Per cent. Per cent. 
13. 65 0.28 
13.59 . 48 
22.30 . 65 
15./.3 . 72 
66.86 1.20 
20.13 . 57 
21.83 . 53 
13. 8 7 . 43 
10. 60 .40 
16.97 • 31 
35. 1 7 • 78 
15.14 . 61 
13. 79 .49 
9 .. 48 . 60 
Protein. Sugars Crude fiber. 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
0.69 10. 26 0.96 
. 51 4.44 5.21 
. 81 11. 72 . 62 
. 51 6.38 4.57 
1.48 56.59 3.80 
1.34 15.51 
. 59 17.11 3.60 
. 48 15.91 
• 70 5. 90 3.60 
. 36 8.26 4. 30 
. 88 31.74 1.43 
. 40 3. 56 4. 34 
. 53 3.95 5.90 
. 97 5.36 1. 51 
f-' 
°' 
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sessile, broadly ovoid to deltoid ovoid, \·:i th two over lc:?­
ping, glossy reddish brovm to purplish brown scales (Harrar, 
J.967). The outer most scale overlaps the inner scale. The 
tenninal bud is lacking. The leaves are t· .. vo !"anked. Srn11e 
plants of Dicspyros virginiana have villose or densely to-
mentose stems and lower leaf surf aces. such plants are �e-
ferred to as the var. pubescens (Spongberg, 1977). 
BA..'!UZ 
The bark is 1.5 cm.- 2.5 cm. thick, hard and of a 
brownish or blackish color with reddish tinges. It is ir­
regularly and deeply fissured into small blocklike plates, 
is somewhat scaly, and may be broken by longitudinal fis­
sures ( Figur-2 6). The bark morphology is si!:iilar to that of 
the flowering dogwood, Corn.us florida L. 
bitter and a3tringent (Sargent, 1933). 
WOOD GENERP_L DESCRIPTION : 
The inner bark is 
Persimmon, along with oak, hickory, and osage orange, 
is O:<le of our heaviest native woods (Hill, 1952). The sap­
wood, which makes up most of the volume, is white to cr2a.my 
white when freshly cut, darkening with age to a yellowish 
brm-m, gray or grayish brovm (Harrar, 1967) (Figures 7, 8, 
and 9). Growth rings are present and discernible but no·c: 
conspicuous ( Harrar, 1967; Brown and Pan shin, 1934) o 'l'he 
heartwood is blackish brown to black, often streakeG., irreg­
ular in outline (Brown, Panshin, anC'. Fors a::. th, 1943; Ha:.:: .:::-ar, 
196 7; Brown and Pan shin, 1934·). 'l'he spring wood pores c:re 
18 
Figure 6. Bark showing deeply fissured irregular 
pattern. 
19 
llAMSVERSE SECTION 
Figure 7. \·/ood transverse section. 
TANGENTIAi. SICTION 
Figure 8. Wood tangential section. 
20 
IADIAL SECTION 
Figure 9. wood radial section. 
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barely visible to the naked eye, and gradually decrease 
in size across the ring radially. 'fhose in the middle a:1d 
outer portions of a year!s growth are not discernible with-
out magnification ( liarrar, 1967). They occur solitnry or 
in multiples of 2 or 3 (Brown, Panshin, and Forsaith, 19L}.::J). 
Langi '..:udinal parenchyma is visible with the aid of a ha:-:d 
lens ( BrO\m, Panshin, and Forsai th, 1949; Harrar, 1967; 
Drown and Pa:1shin, 1934) in transvGrse section and appec..r 
as fine, closely spaced punctuate, tangential line� of u:·:.:i. -
form ::iistricution in both spring and sum er wood (Harrar,-
J.967). 'l'he wood rays are narrow and indistinct without c. 
hand lens. 'rhe rays are storied, fanning ripple marks on 
tangential surfaces, and growth ring patterns on the faces of 
flat sawed lumber (Harrar, 1967). '..'.he wood is heavy, hc:.:.:d 
stronc_;, and closed grsined, i;ut not 'Jery re.::.is-::=:n-.: to de.:..ay 
because it consists largely of sapwood. 
WOOD DETAILED Ai."\JA'IOMY : 
Diospyros virginiana wood has 5-20 vessels per rr.mL 
(Brown and Pan shin, 1934). The largest vessel elements �re 
120-200 microns in diameter, 0.35 mm to 0,45 mm in length. 
have simple perforation plates (Brown and Panshin, 1934), 
G:nc1 no spiral thickenings (Record and Hess, 1943) ( .w°'iqures 10 
and 11). 'I'he vessel members are storied with other longi-
tudinal elements ( Harrar, 1967). Intervesse� 9its are ro�nd 
d 2 4 ml. crons · d · t ( . .., d P h · 1� ·· :t} an -· in iarne er J.>rO\·m �n ans ...in, '.).:,L_ • 
fibers are thin to thick walled, 12-20 microns in diarr.eter 
(nrown and Panshin, 1934), arid 1. 2 - 1. 6 rnm i:-i lc!i�t.h 
22 
Figure 10. Tangential section of the wood 
of D. virginiana, X140. 
(� :: 
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Figure 11. Cross section of the wood of D. 
virginian, x11s. 
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( Harrar , 1967 ) .  The ripple marks present in D. virqini a.na 
are 70-80 per inch ( Record and Hes s ,  1943 ) while the paren­
chyma is paratracheal , metatracheal-zonate and terminal 
( Drown and Panshi n ,  1934 ) . The parenchyma cells form carn­
biform strar.ds storied with other longitudinal elements 
( Brown and Panshi n ,  1934 ) .  Paratracheal parenchyrna i s  only 
found around the v�ssels , i s  1-2 serate and forms a shea�h 
( Brown , Panshi n ,  and Forsai th , 1949 ) .  Metatracheal -zon2.'te 
is very abundan t ,  i s  usually uniseri ate , sometimes biseriate, 
and forms tangen tial lines in both spring and summer wood 
( I-Iarrar , 1967 ) .  The terminal parenchyma forms a 1-2 seriate 
layer on the outer surface of each year ' s  growth ( Harrar, 
1967 ) .  The rays are storied , 1-3 seriate homogeneous to het­
erogeneous ( Brovm , Panshin , and Forsai th , 1949 ) .  
WOOD PHYSIC.:'\L PROPERTIES 
Persimmon wood has the outstanding properties of s�iff­
nE)S S ,  strength in bending and end wise compress::..on ( Table 2)  , 
plus the ability to withstand severe shockloads . 'l'hese 
desirable characteristics compare favorably with the ash, 
several hickories , and the best red and white o aks ( Harrar , 
1967 ) .  The wood is also resistnnt to abrasion , and the sur-
face becomes smooth and poli shed when subject to co:::-itinuous 
frictional wear ( Hc:irrar , 1967 ) .  The wood is hard, heavy , 
tough , and at times difficult to work ( Table 3 ) .  Persi;-:mon 
shrinks more than most American tir11bers , but when propE:�ly 
dried, little or no warping or twisting will occur ( Harrar , 
1967 ) ( Table 4 ) .  
Table 2 .  Average strength properties of clear defect-free wood of persimmon. a 
Crushing Bending Stif fness 
Sp. strength strength p . s. i. 
Condition gv. parallel p. s . i .  
to grain 
p. s . i .  
-
Green . 64 4 , 170 10 , 000 1.,..370 , 000 
12% i'l .  c .  . 74 9 ,  170 17 , 700 2 , 010 , 000 
--·- -------- --
a l\s cited in Barrar , 1967. 
I m pact Maximum 
strength shear 
stress a t  parallel 
proportional to grain 
limit, p. s . i. p. s. i .  
12 , 100 1 , 470 
18 , 400 2 , 160 
Compression _Side 
strength hard-
perpendicular ness 
to gr ain lbs. 
p. s . i. 
1 , 110 1 , 280 
2 , 460 2 , 300 
Table 3 .  Average weight o f  wood in pounds per cubic foot at dif ferent moisture contents . a 
------- - ·----· 
6% M . C .  
.:y) 0 2 
------- �-- --- --------
15% M . C .  
5 0 . 8  
;' i".:::i ci led i.r1 Harr<n - ,  196 7 4  
30;� M . C .  
5 3 . 5  
Green sapwood 
58% M . C .  
Green heartwood 
75% M . C .  
·------ ---------------------�
65. 1 7 2 . l 
tv 
Vl 
% Shrinkage from green 
to oven dry 
Radial Tangential Volumetric 
7 . 9  11 . 2  19 . 1  
---- -- - ------ -----
a As cited in Harrar, 1967 .  
Table 4 .  Nonnal Shrinkage Valuesa 
% shrinkage from green 
to 6% moisture content 
Radial 'Iangential Volumetric 
6 ., 3  9 . 0  1 5 . 3  
% Shrinkage from green 
to 20% moisture content 
Radial Tangential Volumetric 
2 . 6  3 . 7  6 . 4  
N 
(J'\ 
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AGE : 
The American persimmon has the potential to be long 
lived. Specimens of over 125 years have been reported. 
However , trees exceeding 150 years are infrequently observed 
( Harrar, 1967). 
SIZE : 
The tree is sometimes shrubby ; however , it is usually 
a small to medium size tree 40 to 60 feet high with a short 
trunk 1 2  to 20 inches i n  dic:.meter. Specimens rnay reach a 
height of 100 to 130 feet with a long trunk 20 to 30 inches 
in diameter ( Grimr.1 , 1962 and 1967; Harrar , 1967; Sargen t ,  
1933 ) .  A tree near Johnson , I ndiana , is 80 feet tall , has a 
branch spread of 73 feet 6 inches , and a trunk that at 4� 
feet above ground measures 13 feet i n  circumference. It is 
the h;nerican r:·orestry Association champion ( Gri1.1m , 1967). 
HABIT OF GROWTrl : 
Trees grown in open areas , such as fields and pastures 
are forked fron1 about 10 feet above the ground. They are 
stout and wide spreading and develop a well rounded or flat­
tened top with stout , zig-zag, contorted branches { Hough , 
194 7) ( Fisrures 12 and 13). I3y con tr a s t ,  trees gr0\1ing within 
wooded areas are straight , taller , cylindrical-conical and 
often form thickets due to ;:i wide spreading black fleshy 
stoloniferous root system , which includes a d.eep penetrating 
taproot. Trees produced from stolons do not reach l&rge 
size ( Harrar, 1967). Self pruning with resultant bushy twig 
growth is peculiar to it ( l\:urz and Godfrey, 196 2 ) .  Larg-� 
28 
Figure 1 2 .  Tree habit in early fall. 
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Figure 13. Tree habit in late winter. 
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trees may be somewhat irregular due to breaking of limbs by 
heavy crops of fruit ( Fletcher , 1915 ) . 'I'he l::ranches ,  usually 
spreading from right angles to the trun k ,  soon begin droop­
ing , especially after a few heavy croppings ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  
HIS'IORY : 
The persimmon may have been the first native American 
fruit to be described and praised by the early ex�lorers 
( Fletcher , 191 5) . Persimmons were not only import�nt to 
the first European settlers , as they were also an important 
food item of eastern North l\l'nerican Indians { Spongbe r g ,  
1979 ) .  'l'he trees could easily be grown f ro;n seeds and were 
transplan+- . j  to England sometime in the early 17th Century 
( Bai ley , 1898 ; Spongberg , 1979 ) .  
According to Fletcher ( 19 15 ) , the Spanish explorer 
Don Fernando de Soto learned of i ts food value in 1539 , and 
in 1587 published an account of i t .  He may well have been 
one of the first Europeans to taste the persimrno� , as he 
wandered in Florida j u s t  forty-eight years after the land­
ing of Columbus ( Grimm , 196 7 ) .  Grimm ( 196 7 )  states , " A  
narative o f  their gold seeking expedition records that tn2 
Indians offered them flour made of the fruits , and tha� 
dried persinJnons or ' prunes ' were found in many of the Indian 
villages that had been deserted before they arri veu ·• . 
'l'he year fol lowing de Soto 1 s publi shed accoun t ,  Jun de 
Laet gave a description of the persimmon in his work on 
Virginia ( Fletcher , 1 9 15 ) . Captain John Smith ' s  narative of 
the settlements and resources of the New World, written in 
31 
the early 17th Century , contained a long discussion of the 
persimmon ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  I n  it he states, " I f  it be not 
ripe i t  will draw a man ' s  mouth awire with much torment, but 
when it is ripe, it is as delicious as an aprico t "  ( Bailey , 
1898 ) .  
European settlers fermented a persimmon wine or sim�r.on 
beer and distilled the juice to produce a very geed brancy 
( Spongberg, 1979 ) .  I n  17 7 2 ,  I s aac Bartram wrote a paper on 
the distillation of ?ersimmon s .  Persimmons were not only 
fermented, dried like dates or figs, and made into bread, 
but were also eaten fresh, or prepared into puddings or pre­
serves ( Spongberg, 1979 ; Gr.:!..mm, 1967 ) .  During the Civil �:ar , 
southerners roasted the seeds and used them as a substitute 
for coffee ( Gri1nm , 196 7 ) . Spongberg ( lS 7.9 ) states that 
" the wood of the common persimmon was valued for its hard­
ness and density and it once was preferred for shuttles over 
any other lmerican wood" . Of all the plants economically 
important to the I ndians, the persimmon and sassafras were 
the n1ost important to the early colonists ( Eendrichs , 1930 ) .  
?-.t times ,  valuable persimmon trees have bc�n - trans­
planted or propagated. I n  the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries Diospyros virginiana was considered to be a poten­
tial orchard crop ( Spongberg , 1 9 77 ) .  I n terest in this seems 
to have diminished, and persimmon never has been grown suc­
cessfully on a commercial scale. Howeve r ,  there, are· s-:.ill 
a few people , mainly in the midwest, interested in culti-
vars of the American persimmon ( Spongberg , 1979 ) .  'fhe :Oet ter 
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cultivars are described by McDaniel ( 1971; 1973a ; 1S73b). 
DI STRI BUTION : 
The .American persimmon i s  native to the southeastern 
United State5. I t  extends from De Soto county in Florida 
north to Light House Point ,  New Haven , Connec ticut which is 
its northern most limit .  I t  extends westward thro�gh south­
ern Ohi o , . the southern half of Indiana and I llinoi s ,  and to 
sou the astern Iowa , I<ansas , eastern Oklaho:na and Texas ( Sar­
gen t ,  19 3 3 ) (Map 1 ) .  Although not usually found further 
north , i t  can be cultivated through the U . S . D . A .  zones 5& 
and Sb ( Spongberg , 1979), and a few trees have been reported 
for Rhode I s land , New York, and � ichigan ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  
The most favorable localities in Iowa produce trees with 
many fruits and only a few trees are found west of central 
Kansas ( F !etcher , 1915). The persimmon t11ri ves well f rc1:1 
sea level to an alti tude of 3500 feet in the Appalachiar1 
mountains ( Sargen t ,  1 9 33 ) , on sands , shales and river muck 
( Fletcher , 191 5 ) ,  and even on coal strip mines ( Grimm , 19 6 2 ) . 
The tree can be found growing along fences , road sides 
( Sarg2n t ,  1933), in wooded areas , in open prairies and i s  a 
primary component of old field ruccession ( Bacone , Bazzaz , 
Bogge.ss , 1976). 
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMEN TAL IF.P i'.\CT OF 'l'HE NATIVE PEH.SIL",MON : 
Bazzaz ( 196e) found Diospyros virqiniana to Le a con­
stituent of old field succession in several areas of the 
southeastern Uni ted States ( Bacone , Bazzaz , and Dogges s ,  
1976 ) .  The fields are characterized by high radiation loads 
33 
· ·Map 1 .  ��atural distribution o f  the American persimmon. 
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and temperature ( Bazzaz, l'lezg.a , 1973 ) ,  low soil moi sture and 
droughts ( Boggess , 1956). The leaves of the American per­
simmon light saturate at approximately 1 , 150 microns Em-2 
sec-1 ( approximately 5 , 500 ft-c) with a rate of photosyn­
thesis of 1 7  mg co2am-2n-1 ( Bacone, Bazzaz , and Boggess, 
1976 ) .  The highest optimum temperature for photosynthesis 
i s  25 vc and the C02 compensation point i s  around 50 pp:n 
( Bacone, Bazzaz , and Boggess, 1976 ) .  The species i s  well 
adapted to this environment of high isolation and low water 
supply. 
In these fields D. virginiana is usually found in dense 
thickets for1t1ed by their characteristic fleshy stoloniferous 
root system ( Bacone, Bazzaz , and Boggess, 1976 ) .  Seedlings 
are rare in open fields ( Bazzaz, 1968 ) , but have been re­
ported to be common in pine plantations ( Arno ld,  Boggess , 
197 1). In the mature forest Diospyros virginiana grows only 
as a scattered individual ( Bacone, Bazza z ,  and Boggess , 19 76). 
D. virginiana seedlings light saturate at a level between the 
sun shade-adapted species of Loach ( 1967). This could ex­
plain why the tree i s  found in bo th open and wooded areas. 
In a study of old fields in southern I l linois the fol­
lowing was found by Bazzaz ( 1968). One and two year old 
fi elds had a few trees of Diospvros virginiana present. In 
all cases the individuals were sprouts from old roo L s .  I n  
three year o l d  fields there was an increase in the importance 
of Diospyros viroiniana sprouts. In the third year they had 
a f requency of 15�� and an average cover of 35%. In the sec-
) 
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and year they had a frequency o f  2 %  and an average cover of 
0 . 1%. Ten year old fields had a 95% frequency , and in 25 
year old fields Diospyros and Sassafras accounted for 50% 
of all shrubs. Forty year old fields consisted of 22 spec­
ies , dominated by Q. virqiniana and Sassafras albidum. 
Diospyros was found in almost every 10 x 10 meter quadrat. 
As mentioned earlier , the American persimmon also forms 
dense thickets along roadsides and on dry eroding slopes 
( VanDers al , 1930 ) .  The trees usually grow in sandy , well 
drained soi l s ,  but also occurs in clay, stony, rocky , and 
rich mucky soils submerged under water for part of the year 
( Fraser , 1924 ) .  
From s tomach records and observation i t  is known that . 
the fruits provide a supply of food for wildlife ( VanDers a l ,  
1.930 ) .  They are eaten by sixteen species of bird s ,  includ­
ing wi ld turkey and bob white quai l .  The fruit i s  also eat­
en by gray fox , :r:ed fox, oppossum , flying squirrel , skunk, 
white tailed deer and other species ( Loach , 1967 ; Grimm , 
196 2 ) .  Because i t  thrives in various soi l types , i t  i s  of 
considerable value to wi ldlife. I t  is an attractive orna­
mental and extremely resistant to insect pests and disea�e,  
and many believe the American persimmon should be used in 
erosion control programs ( VanDersal , 1930 : Spongberg , 1979 ) .  
PRO?AGA'l'IO� : SEEDS : · 
Ten ye-ars i s  the minimum seed bearing age : 25 to 50 
years i s  the optimu1n : 60 to 80 i s  the maximum . D. virgin­
iana produces good seed crops about every two years (U . S . 
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D . A .  Forest Service , 1948 ) .  Fruits should be collected by 
picking or shaking them from the trees as soon as they are 
ripe and soft in texture. Fruits can also be picked from 
the ground after natural fall ( O lson and Barnes , 1974; u . s 
D.A. Forest Service , 1948 ) .  The seeds may be easily re-
moved by running the fruits with water through a r.1acerator 
and al lowing the pulp to float away, or by rubbing and wash-
ing the pulp through a one-fourth inch mesh hardware cloth 
( U . S . D . A .  Forest Service ,  1948 ) .  The seeds should be spread 
out to dry for a day or two ( U . S . D. A .  Forest· Service , 1948 ) .  
I f  pro longed storage i s  planned , the seeds should 0e tho­
roughly dried and stored in sealed dry containers at 41 °F 
( Engstrom and Stoeker , 1941 ; 'l'hornhi l l , :i..9.68 ) . Clean seeds 
yield 10 to 30 pounds per 100 pounds of fruit ( U . S . D . A .  
Forest Service,  1948 ) .  Con:mercial seeds can be purchased 
from some tree seed dealers ( O lson and Barnes , 1974 ) , and 
average 96% in purity and 90% in soundness ( Engstrom and 
Stoeker ,  1941) . Seeds average 74 per ounce ( U . S . D . A . , 
196 1 ) . 
Natural germination usually occurs in A_9ril or r-�ay 
but 2 to 3 year delays have been observed ( U . S . D . A .  Forest 
Service , 1948; Blomquist , 1922 ) .  After the cap was rerr.oved 
100 percent germination was observed with mature seeds col-
lected in autumn ( B lomqui s t ,  1922 ) .  See<l dormancy can also 
be broken by stratif ication in sand or peat for 60 to 9C 
days at 3 7  to S O VF ( Grocher , 1930 ; Aroeira , 196 2 ;  u . s . D. A .  
Forest Service , 194 8 ;  Thornhi l l ,  1968 ) .  1-1.roeir.:::. ( 19 6 2 )  
• 
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found sulfuric acid scarification for 2 hours was less effect-
ive i n the breaking of dormancy than strati:Eication. The 
seeds may be sown in the spring after stratification or in 
the f a l l  at a depth of 2 inches ( Bacone , Eazzaz , and Bog-
gess , 197 6 ) .  'l'wenty-five to 33% o f  the viable seed sown 
wi l l  produce usuable seedlings ( U . S . D. A .  Forest c . ..:>ervic e ,  
1948 ) .  The seedlings have a strong taproot and should be 
field planted at the end o f  the first season (Olso� and 
Barnes , 1 9 74 ) ( Figure 14 ) .  
PROPP.GP.TION : VEGE'l'ATIVE 
The persirrunon can easily be propagated by sturr.p sprouts 
( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  I t  can also be propagated by root cuttings. 
The roots should be cut into 6 to 8 inch pieces with a di a-
meter at least the size of a lead penci l  or larger ( Fletcher , 
1915 ) . 'l'he ends should be sealed with hct wax , bees wc.x , 
grafting wax or pitch in order to prevent decay that devel-
ops rapidly in the youn g ,  soft , spongy wood ( Fletcher , :!.915 ; 
Vines , 1960 ) .  Older twigs o f  2 o r  3 years can be planted 
in the same way , but they · should be buried in sand in a 
nursery row until ready to plant ( Fletche r ,  19 1 5 ;  Vines , 
1960 ) .  
'Trees 1nay also be grafted by whip-grafting, cleft-
grafting , or chip-budding ( Frase r ,  1924 : Fletche r ,  1 9 1 5 ) , 
using the same procedure as in other fruit trees ( Vines , 
1960 ) . If selected trees to be propagated are grafted o r  
budded to seedlings , the trees should begin bearing in 
three o r four years. 'i'op worked old trees b0ar in two or 
Figure 14. 
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Seed and seedlings of Diosovros virainiana : 
A ,  seedling at 4 days : B ,  seedling at 6 
days : C ,  seedling at 8 days; D ,  seed, 
longitudinal section , X 3 .  a ,  seedcoa t :  b ,  
endosperr.1 : c ,  cotyledons ;  d ,  hypoctyl; e ,  
racicle. 
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three years ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  Transplanting requires much 
care due to the deep taproot ( Fletche r ,  19 1 5 ;  Fraser, 1924;  
Vines , 1960 ) .  I f  the roots are severely damaged , the tops 
should be headed back until the total . length o f  the branches 
and trunk correspond in general to the total length of the 
mc:i.in roots ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  Trees should be planted in 
moist deep soil ( Fletcher , 1 9 1 5 ;  Vin e s , 1960 ) .  They will 
grow readily the f o l lowing spring, in the event that adequate 
moisture i s  present until they become well established. 
TREE CY'IO ID GY : 
Baldwin and Culp ( 1941 )  determined that there were 
two chromosome races of D. virginiana with 60 and 90 chro;':lo­
sornes .  They reported the basic chromosome number for Dios­
pyros 3212.· to be 15 , which was supported by their deterr.1in­
ing D. texana to have a diploid chromosome numh�r of 3 0 .  
Therefore, D .  virgi n i ana has both tetraploid and hexaploid 
forms . I t  was also determined that D. lotus had a diploid 
chromosome number of 9 0 .  All reports west of the t--'ii s s i s ­
sippi River and north o f  the Ohio River including l''i i s s i s ­
sippi , Virgini a ,  Delaware and Pennsylvan i a  contained 90 
chromosome hexaploid D .  virginiana. In the southeast only 
the 60 chromosome tetraploid trees were found except in 
Georgia where both were found ( Map 2 ) .  'l'hey also state , 
" 'l'he dis tribution of the tetraploid indicates that the 
northern limit of the species during the plei s tocene glacial 
period was somewhere south of Virgini a " .  Berry ( 19 2 3 ) , from 
paleontological evidence s a i d ,  " i t  i s  doubtful if i ts north-
• 
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r·:ap 2 .  Distribution of 2 3  stations o f  D. virC"linian <:i :  
diumonds , 2n=60 ; cirlcs , 2n= 9 0 ;  ( r::aldwin <:mo 
Culp, 1941 ) . 
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ern limit at any time was farther south than the Potomac 
River" .  
For successful plant breeding, whether intra- or inter­
specific , the presence of polyploid races in this species is 
of considerable significance ( Baldwin and Culp, 1941 ) .  rt.em­
bers of the tetraploid race are reproductively isolated from 
members of the hexaploid race. McDaniel ( 19 7 1  and 1 9 7 2 )  be­
lieved that evidence indicated that many of the best American 
cultivars belong to the 90 chromosome hexaploid race of ��er­
ican persimmons ,  the same chromosome number as D. J::aki . 
ECONOtliIC USES : 
'!'he heavy , hard , strong ,  close-grained wood i s  used 
priniarily for shuttles employed in weaving,  whe::-e it can 
withstand 1000 hours of work without replacement ( Childers , 
197 2 ) . I t  is also used in production o f  golf cluL heads , 
billiard cue s ,  mallets , flooring ,. veneers ( Grimm , 1962 ) ,  
shoelasts , spool s ,  bobbin s ,  handles ( Record and Hess , 1943 ) ,  
wallets , and brush . backs ( Hottes , 1949 ) .  All of these u.ses 
are based on the woods inherent hardness , strength , tough­
ness and abi lity to stay smooth under friction ( Brown , 
Panshi n ,  and Forsai th , 1949 ) .  ,n.n excellent timber with 
many superior proper tie s ,  the wood has been in great demand 
over the years for a nwnber of speci al and high grade uses. 
As a resul t ,  forest drain has greatly exceeded the rate of 
reolacement ( Harrar , 196 7 ) . Because o f  thi s ,  persi:nrncn 
timber of quality i s  now in very short supply , and i t  i s  
doubtful that the equivalent of more than 1 , 000 , 000 beard 
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feet is harvested annually ( Harrar , 1967 ) .  
AS mentioned earlier, i t  is also useful in erosion con­
tro l ,  and reclamation of abandoned coal stripped lands 
(Grimm , 1962 ) .  Although i t  i s  a slow growing tree , i t  can 
be recommended for ornamental and roadside plan ting ( Dea:n , 
1921 ) .  
The fruits can be eaten fresh or macerated in � colan­
der to form a pulp from which persimmon jam :  puddin g ,  cus­
tard, pie ,  bread , wine, beer , cookies , ice cream, or a 
whip can be made. Dried fruits can be ground into meal 
used in bread making (Merri t t ,  Kinsey , and Rollins , 1958 ) .  
Hogs greedi ly eat the ripe fruit and the tree is a grainery 
for several wild animals in late fall and early winter 
( De am , 19 21 ) • 
The leaves , collected fresh or dried, can be brewed to 
make u. tea high in vitamin c (Merri t t ,  Kinsey, and Ro llin s ,  
1958; Vinson and Cross , 1942 ) .  The tea has a color similar 
to that made from black tea leaves and a f lavor like that of 
sassafras tea . After bringing the water to a boi l ,  the 
leaves should be steeped for 5 minutes in a cheese-cloth bag 
or ball ( Vinson and Cross , 1942 ) .  About 60 percent of the 
ascorbic acid found in the original persimmon leaf wi ll be 
present in the tea ( Vinson and Cross , 194 2 ) . ( See �able 5 
for vit��in C concentration. ) 
Blai r ,  Short , and Epps (1977 ) ,  in a study on deer 
browsing in pine plantations ,  reported that current leaf 
growth and tenninal 2 . 5  an. of twig growth of all woo�y 
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��ble 5 .  Vit�nin C content of the leaves and fruits of 
several persimmon cultivars. a 
r.: i l l i grams of Vita- rr:i lligrams of Vita-
min c per kilogram nun c per kilogram 
of leaves of fruit 
variety ----
Fresh Leaves recently Green :-hpe 
green dried in a fruit fruit 
leaves Bussler 
oven 
Early Golden 32 , 500 40 , 700 3 , 000 1 , 050 
Si lkeline 2 0 , 300 3 , 800 950 
Lucinda 2 2 , 700 
I-ii ller 26 , 900 28 , 500 2 , 500 
nu by 30 , 600 40 , 900 3 , 700 
Wild 3 2 , 800 38 , 000 2 , 100 
Wild 25 , 000 41 , 500 2 , 500 
\·lild 27 , 100 25 , 50 0  
a As cited i n  Vinson and Cross, 194 2 .  
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plants supplied the greatest amount of nutrition and digest­
able herbage. They also determined D. virginiana to be a 
principal browse species. In another similar study of the 
17 species recorded from 63 plots , Q. virginiana was found 
to be the most heavily browsed species ( Applegate , Ro lfe , 
and Arnold, 1976 ) .  
MEDICINAL PROPER'I'IES AND 'IOXICI TY : 
Diospvros virginiana has a few medicinal uses. The 
bark is used as an astringent and also as a tonic ( Lewis 
and Elvin-Lewis ,  1977 ) .  An infusion o f  the green frui t or 
bar�( i s  useC. in treating diarrhea , dysentery, and uterine 
hemorrhages and as a gargle for sore throat ( Krochrr.al and 
Krochmal , 1973 ; Brussell , 1976 ) .  A drink made from the 
powdered seeds mi:�ed with water and s trained through a 
clotl1 i s  used to treat kidney stones ( l{�och'11al and }(rochr.1al , 
1 9 7 3 ) .  Indians boiled the roots to rn.:!ke a medicinal tea 
claimed to be a cure for dysentery (Kroch.nal and I<rochmal , 
19 7 3 ;  Brusse l l ,  1976 ) .  1hey also washed babies ' mouths with 
an infusion of the boiled bark, as a remedy for sores on the 
lilOUth, lips , and throat (Krochmal and Krochrnal ,  19 7 3 ;  Brus ­
sell , 1 9 7 6 ;  Lewis and Elvin-Lewi s ,  19 7 7 ) . 1he leave s ,  be­
cause of their high vi ta.'11in c conten t ,  ar<? eaten by some: 
people to prevent scurvy ( �·leiner , 19 7 2 )  • 
The astringent properties are due to tannins and malic 
acid. Several studies have revealed that tannins cause can­
cer in laboratory rats ( I<apadia ,  Shulk a ,  Basak , Chun g ,  Ghosh, 
Pradhan , and r,1orton , 19 7 7 ;  Kapadi a ,  Pau l ,  Chung,  Ghosh , Frad-
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han , 1976 ; Kapadi a ,  Chung , Shulka , Bc�su. k ,  t-iorton, and Prad­
han , 1978 ) .  'rhe tumors were mali gnant fibrous histiocytcmas 
simi l ar ,  if not identi c a l ,  to those found in man ( Kapadi a ,  
Pau l , Chun g ,  Gho s h ,  and Pradhan , 1976 ) .  Because of the pos­
sible carcinogenicity of the plant , i t  i s  recommended th<lt. 
users of persimmon tea add milk or cream to i t .  'i'he rr.ilk 
wi l l  coac:rulate the tannins , thus rendering them less carcin­
ogen i c .  
WOOD EX'l'RACTS · 'l'ERM!-�CI Di\L CGr·JPONEN'rS : 
Environmental concern about the use of persistent hydro­
carbons as terrnacides has resulted in the study of extrac t­
ives of woods resistant to termi tes . These woods usually 
contain extractives that are toxic , repel lant , or distaste­
ful to tennites ( Carter , Garlo , and Stanley , 1968 ) .  Identi­
fication of the active component of resistant woods could 
lead to synthesized compounds with simi lar structure s .  
Many species of Diospyros are a rich source of tri­
tepenes , napthoquinon s ,  and other napthalene derivatives 
( Pardhasaradhi and Sidhu , 19 7 2 ;  Tezuka , 'l'akahashi , Kuroya­
nagi , Satake , Yoshi t ti r a ,  and Natori , 1 9 7 3 ; VanderVi jver 
and Gerritsrna, 1 9 7 5 ; Fallas and Thomson , 1968 ) . However , 
little attention has been afforded to extractives of D. vir­
giniana. Curter , Garlo , and Stanley ( 1968 ) identified the 
major termiciclal con1ponent o f  D .  vi rqini an c: wood c.s 7-::-ielh­
y l j ugone ( 5 -hydroxy-7-methyl-1 , 4-naphthoquinone ) .  I ts 8-G ' 
dime r ,  i sodiospyrin , was also toxic to termites but to a 
less degree. Also iso lated and identified as wood extracts 
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was shinanalone ( 7 -hyc:iroxy-6-methoxycoumarin ) ,  but i t  was 
not toxic to termi tes at the concentrations tested. 'i'he 
only previously isolated wood extract o f  D. virginiana was 
isodio spyrin ( Carter , Garlo , and Stanley , 1968 ) .  
CON'l'RO L OF  THE Atv1ERICAN PERSIMMON : 
Trees of Diospyros virqiniana produced from stolon s ,  
although usually not reaching large size , are often di f f i - ·  
cult t o  eradicate f rom cultivated fields and pastures ( Van-
Dersal , 1 9 39 ) .  So;ne work has been completed ccncerning 
control of the American persimmon. Fears and Dickens ( 19 7 8 )  
found aerial application o f  Tordon 10.l or Esteron 9 9  ( 2 ,  4-D 
propylene glyco l butyl ether ester 4 lb. a . e . /  gal . ) at 2 
gal . + triclopyr 1 gal . /  acre and Toroon 101 at 4 gal . /  acre 
gave 100% control o f  Diospyros vi rqiniana. Peevy ( 19 7 2 )  in 
a study o f  injection treatment for killing botto:n-land hard-
woods reported a 4 : 1  mixture of the tri-i sopropano lamine 
salts of 2 ,  4-D + piclorarn containing 305 g/ litre was ef-
fective on some species resistant to 2 ,  4 - D ,  including D. 
virainiana. O ther herbacides for control inc lude 1 .  a 1 : 1  
mixture o f  dicamba plus 2 ,  4-D-amine at 1 lb. / acre ( Drom­
goo l e ,  1976 ) ;  2 .  2 ,  4 ,  5 - T  plus o r  minus dic�nba o r  plus 
picloram ( Stritzke , 1 9 7 7 ) ;  and 3 .  Velpar ( Stri tzke , 1 9 78 ) .  
DISEASES AND PESTS 
The persimmon i s  a hardy tree , virtually free from 
dillnage despite the variety of diseases and pests that can 
live on the tree ( Table 6 ) .  The most importa."1t  of the i::-
sect enemies is  the hickorv twig girdler , Oncideres ci���� � . ----
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Table 6 .  Diseases and pests o f  the American persimmon . a 
Disease or pest 
Agrobacterium tumef aciens 
Botryoshaeria ribis 
Cephalosporium diosoyri 
Ceratostomella �· 
Cercospora diospyri 
c .  fu liginosa 
Daedalea ambigua 
Daldina concentr i c a  
D. vernicosa 
Eriophyes theospyri 
Fornes annosus 
F .  australis 
F.  geotropus 
F. rnarmoratus 
Fusic l adium levieri 
Ganoderma lucidUfi\ 
Gloeosoorium diospyri 
Hericium ernaceus 
I sariopsis linderae 
Lasiosphaeria pezicola 
Common naine 
cro\·mgall 
branchcanker dieback 
persimmon wi l t  
bluestain o f  timber 
brown leaf spot 
black leaf spot 
wood rot 
wood rot 
heart rot 
persimmon gallmite 
heart ro t 
heart ro t 
heart ro t 
heart ro t 
leaf spot 
but root 
blight 
wood rot 
gray stc.in 
Part affected 
twi gs 
twigs 
vascular 
system 
wood 
leaves 
leaves 
trunk 
trunk 
dead , 
sometimes 
living trunks 
leaves 
clead , 
sometimes 
living trunks 
I I  I I  I I  
I I  I I  
I I  " II 
leaves 
heart wood 
leaves , 
twigs , frui t 
trunk 
leaves 
log s-tir;1�.>2 r 
Table 6- continued 
Disease or Pest 
Lentinus tiqrinus 
Macrophoma diospyri 
Meloidogyne fil2.· 
Myri angium duriaei 
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Common name 
wound rot 
fruit spo t ,  
twig blight 
nematodes 
Part affected 
sap wood 
frui t ,  
twigs 
roots 
twigs 
Onicideres cingulata hickory twig girdler twigs 
Pestalotia guepini secondary leaf spot leaves 
Pho111a diospyri dieback twigs 
Phoradendron f lovescens m i stletoe branches 
Phyl l achora orbiculata black spot leaves 
Phyllosticta .§1?· leaf spot leaves 
P .  biformis leaf spot leaves 
Phymatotrichum omni vorurn rot root 
Phys alospora §.2£· 
Pleurotus ostreatus 
Podosphaera oxyaconthae 
PolyPorus �-
Poria cocos 
Romularia �-
Schizophyllum commune · 
black ro t ,  blight 
rot 
powdery mildew 
woou rot 
leaf spot 
rot 
frui t ,  twigs 
sap wood 
leaves , 
twigs , fruit 
sorr.etimes 
living trees 
roots 
leaves 
sap wood 
a As cited in Agricultural Handbook No . 165 , 1960 . 
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lata Say , which can be d&�aging at times ( Fletcher , 1915 ) . 
The insect girdles the twigs after depositing eggs in them. 
The twigs should be gathered and burned in June and J u l y .  
The eggs hatch in the twigs in 7-9 days and the adult emerges 
10-14 days later ( Vines , 1960 ) .  
The main disease , persimmon wilt , i s  caused by a fun­
gus ,  Cephalosporium diospyri Crandal l ,  ( Chi lders , 19 7 2 ) . 
The lower leaves die after the upper leave s , and the wood 
shows fine , brown i s h  black streaks ( Vine s , 1960 ) .  Pinkish 
spores are found between the bark and wood, and infected 
trees usually die .  Diseased trees should be burned and cuts 
sealed on other trees to prevent infection by the wind blown 
spores ( Vine s ,  1960 ) .  
'l'here was a severe outbreak of persimmon wilt in M i s s ­
i ssippi during the spring of 1970 following devastation the 
previous year by hurricane Cami l l e .  W i l t  was not common in 
the area previously and had not been observed for rnany years 
( Crand a l l ,  1972 ) .  This fungus may kill many wild persim�rnons 
in large are a s .  I t  occurs from North Carolina, 'l'enP.essee , 
and Arkansas so�th , but i s  not spreading rapidly. 
BREEDING OBJECTIVES 
Gibson ( 19 6 2 )  determined there were 3 reasons why the 
native persimmon has limited potential for cor.imerc i a l  
grow th: 1. the tree is too t a l l :  2 .  i t  is self steri l e ;  
and 3 .  the fru i t s  are too small. Even though the fruits 
of the oriental persimmon are usually large , the spe c i e s  
lacks winter hardn e s s  and the tree i s  only grown in the 
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south (McDani e l ,  197 1 ) .  
�he following i s  a l i s t  compiled by McDaniel ( 19 7 0 a )  of 
" things to look for in potential persimmon varieties " .  1 .  
Fir s t  of a l l  the f lavor should be pleasan t ,  with no astrin­
gency; 2 .  fruits of at least 42 gm . in weight; 3 .  a b::=-ight 
uniform yellow or orange skin color , or a red skin providing 
i t  has good f l avor , and uniform flesh color ; 4 .  seeds should 
be sma l l ,  few, or lacking ;  5 .  a small per :..; i .s tant calyx ; 6 .  
non-bursting when falling to the ground; 7 .  early r'.'laturi ty , 
since frost d�nages the fruit f l avo r ,  and i t  also permits 
their cultivation f arther north; 8 .  the shape should be such 
tlhat there i s  not a pointed blos som end which would cause 
damage in packing ; 9 .  reasonably heavy crops of fr�i t ,  pro­
vided they do not start alternate bearing or reduce frui� 
size and quality; 10. a spreading tree with stronger th�n 
average branches i s  ideal , such as in " Early Golden'' and i t s  
off spring. Other objectives might be self-fertile trees for 
better pollinization and f i rmer fruit for better storage and 
transport. 
McDaniel ( 19 7 3b) noted that the cultivars per:=orming 
best here in I llinois either originated nearby or trace back 
to I llinois paren tage. He also gave an account of the cul­
tivars suited for northern areas of which the following i �  
a brief summary. 
Early Golden . Origin : I l linoi s .  I t  i s  the oldest 
American persimmon cultivar s ti l l  propagated, and on2 of the 
most popular. I t  matures earlier and is larger and f i rmer 
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fruited than the wi ld persimmon . I t  i s  sor:-ietimes .self pol­
linated , but not often. The trees have heavy foliage , and 
branches with greater spread than the wild persimmon . I t  
can be grown for fruit production through most of the U . S .  
D . A .  Plant Hardiness Zone 5 .  The fruit ripens from late 
September through October. 
Garretson. Origi n :  Pennsylvania. I t . has foliage 
similar to Early Golden , and truncate, small seeds that dis­
tin<;ruish i t  from wi ld trees. I t  averages a little smaller 
than Early C-0 lden , but has a superior f lavor· and texture. 
I t  i s  also sometimes self pollinated. 
Killen. I t  was developed by Joseph Killen in Delaware 
from an Early Golden seed. I t  averages sli ghtly larger than 
Early Golden , ripens as early and hangs on later. 
Florence. I t  i s  from a selection made at Urban a ,  I l ­
linois , by Dr. Herbert c .  Barret and J .  c . .McDaniel from 
open pollinated seedlings of K i l len. Probable male was 
William. I t  has a flavor and texture similar to Garretson , 
small seeds , and i s  sometimes self pollinated. 
John Rick. Origin: Urban a ,  I l lino i s .  Thi s is a prob­
able cross of I<i llen and Wi lliam by J .  c • .McDaniel. 'l'he 
fruits are up to 2 inches acro s s ,  and larger than those cf 
Early Golden , but has similar f lavor and texture. ! t  is de­
sirable for fresh frui � sales and with i t s  smaller softer 
calyx i s  less likely to puncture adjacent fruits in a pack­
age. 
Wabash. Origin is fro� the wild in Lawrence County , 
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I llinois. 'l'he first ripe frui ts are seedless '..Jhen i t  i s  
pollinated by males of the 60 chromosome race. 'Ihe fruits 
are sn1aller than any of the cul ti vars already discussed. 
The f rui t flesh i s  a deep red-orange color and sweet f la­
vored. Its 1 season ends in September. \.•iabash has foliage 
which turns red before fal ling. 
Craggs. Ori gin : Near Harrisburg, I llinois. I t  was 
also selected from the wild. 1be fruits of ten have a red 
blushed skin and a light yellow f lesh. 
smaller than the fruits of John Rick. 
�hey are slightly 
I t  is one of the bet-
ter for eating fresh off the tree , but i s  �oft and difficult 
to market. I t  matures in October and November. l\.c.Dani el 
( 1970b) listed '1iilliarns as the best male cultivar for pol­
lination. 
CONCLUSION : 
'I'he American persimmon has captured the interest o f  
many Americans since the time of the f i r s t  pilgr��s. This 
s tudy reveals that much i s  known about thi s tree , b�t more 
remai�s to be discovered. The F�erican persimmon has a 
great deal of economic value , potential which has not been 
exploited. 'i'hi s i s  particularly true in the area of land 
management. I t  i s  an extremely hardy plant and i s  well 
adapted to the area in which i t  i s  indiginous. Eecause of 
this i t  is rejected as a weed in some areas. 'l·he native 
persimmon also has an intriguing reproduct�ve syste:n which 
i s  a paradox at this time. 
�hy greater attempts have not been made to comrn��cial-
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i·ze this tree with its ' nutritious fruits is still a mystery. 
Perhaps too many have become f ami liar with i.ts ' as t�ingen t 
unripe fruits , or beca�e aware of the fallacy th&t a frost 
is required for fruit ripening. I t  is a fact that the fruit 
ususlly soft ripen s ,  but man has o vercome similar barriers 
in other crop plants. The same attention should be afforded 
this highly nutritional source of food. 
SS 
,\Pl) !�l'� DIX 
A few selected recipes for the American persin�on. 
Persimmon Pudding 
2 cups persimmon pulp 1 teaspoon soda 
1 cup ( scant) sugar !2 teaspoon salt 
1 egg 1 t easpoon cinnamon 
2 cups milk � teaspoon cloves 
2 cups f lour � teaspoon a llspice 
Combine the ingredients , beating wel l .  I t  i s  best to 
save about half the milk until a l l  the flour has been added. 
Pour about 1� inches deep in wel l  greased pans and bake 
about an hour in a 325 ° oven. 'lhe pudding turns dark brov.n 
when i t  ·i s  done .  Serve either warm or cold with whipped 
cream. sof t ,  juicy persimmons make the bes t  pudding. 
( r,·�erri t t ,  Kinsey , and Hollin s ,  1958 ) .  
Steamed Persimmon 
�,, cup butter 
!2 cup sugar 
2 eggs 
1� cups pulp 
Pudding 
3/8 teaspoon soda 
� cup sif ted f lour 
2 teaspoons baking powder 
!.; teaspoon salt 
Cream the 
persirnrnon pulp. 
combine with the 
cover , and steam 
butter; add the sugar , beaten egg s ,  and 
S i f t  the remaining dry ingredients and 
f i r s t  mixture. Pour into a greased mo l d ,  
f o r  1� hou r s .  ( Vines , 1960 ) .  
Persimmon Cornstarch Pudd.ing 
!z cup sugar 
1/3 cup cornstarch 
1/8 teaspoon salt 
� cup cold water 
1 tablespoon lemon Juice 
1.!-2 cups boi ling water 
�.; teaspoon soda 
1 cup pulp 
1 tablespoon cinn�con 
M�x the sugar , cornstarch , salt ,  and cold water tho­
roughly in a double boiler. l�dd the boiling water and stir 
until the mixture thickens. I�dd the soda to the persirm.1on 
pulp and combine with the cornstarch mixture. Cover and 
cook for 15 minute's. /,dd the cinnarnon and lemon juice , 
pour into a mold , and chi l l .  serve plain o r  with cre�1. 
( Vine s ,  1960). 
Persimmon Bread 
1 cup persimmon pulp 
1 cup water 
� teaspoon soda 
Set to r i s e ,  mold , 
( F letcher, 1915 ) .  
Yeast 
Shortening 
Flour to make a stiff dough 
and bake like other bread . 
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Crumpets Persimmon 
7ake 1 pint o f  
set overnight , 
batter , set to 
like pancakes .  
1915 ) .  
the sponge of persimmon bread which has been 
add one egg and enough m i lk to make a thin 
rise for one hou r ,  then bake on a hot griddle 
Serve hot with butter or syrup. ( F letcher , 
Persimmon Griddlecakes 
1 cup per simrnon pulp 
1 egg 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
!2 teaspoon soda 
1 cup f lour 
Bake and serve as above. 
M i lk to make a thin batter 
( Pletcher , 1915 ) .  
Persimmon -Peanut Griddlecakes 
1 cup persimmon pulp 1 teaspoon baking powder 
1 tablespoon peanut butter � teaspoon soda 
1 egg M i lk to make a thin batter 
1 cup flour 
Dake and serve as above. ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  
Persimmon-Peanut f'.iuffins 
!2 cup persimmon pulp 
1 tablespoon peanut butter 
1 cup f lour 
{ A  good recipe for campers ) 
1 teaspoon baking powder 
� teaspoon soda 
oven . 
Press or cut in pats � inch thick and bake 
( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  
Coffee Fruit Cake 
ir-i a quick 
Boil together 1 cup of molasses and 1� cups of minced dried 
persimmons for five minutes. Cream 1 cup of sugar , � cup 
of butter and 1 egg , and add to the above . Stir in 3/4 
cup of strong coffee and place on a warm stove. Add 2 cups 
of flou r ;  1� teaspoons o f  mixed ground allspice; 1� tea­
spoons of baking powder , or 1 teaspoon baking powder and 
� teaspoon o f  soda. Eake in moderate or slow oven 40 min­
utes to 1 hour. ( Fletcher , 1915 ) .  
Fersimmon Cake 
� cup fat � teaspoon soda 
1 cup sugar 2 cups sifted flour 
1 cup pulp 3 teaspoons baking powder 
2 eggs � teaspoon salt 
Cream fat and sugar togethe r ,  add the pGrsimmon pulp 
and beaten eggs. Sift the dry ingredients and add to the 
liquid mixture.  Beat wel l ,  pour into a greased pan , and 
bake in a moderate oven 325° -375°F. ) for abou� 1 hour. 
( Vines ,  1960) . 
�.>ersimrnon Cookies 
cup margarine 
cup sugar 
Persimmon Leather 
5 7  
2 cups flour 
Dash salt 
Spread a thin layer of ripe persimmon pulp on waxec paper 
or on a large platter. Dry in the sun, in a fruit evapo­
rator, or in the oven leaving the oven doors open. Remove 
the seeds. Add another layer of pulp, and repeat until the 
leather is of a thickness to handle easily. This m<J.y be 
diced or minced and used instead of raisins or ci tron in 
fruit cakes, cookies, or puddings. (Fletcher, 1915 ) .  
Persimmon Whip 
1 cup pulp 
� cup sugar 
5 eggs whites 
14 teaspoon salt 
3 tablespoons lenon juice 
Heat the persimmon pulp with the sugar. Fold the hot 
mixture into the s tiffly beaten egg whites to which the 
salt has been added. Mix in the lemon j uice, place i n  a 
baking dish surrounded by hot water, and bake in a very 
slow oven ( 225° -250° F .  ) for about 1 hour. (Vines, 1960 ) .  
Persimmon I ce Cream 
2 cups pulp 1 cup of thick, sweet cream 
Beat to a creamy pulp and freeze. ( l:'letcher, 1915). 
Persimmon Sherbet 
1 cup water Juice � lemon 
1 cup sugar 1/8 teaspoon salt 
2 cups pulp 1 egg white 
Doil the water and sugar for 1 minute, and put aside. 
\·then cold, add the persimmon pulp, lemon j uice, salt, and 
unbeaten egg white, and freeze with a mixture of 1 part 
salt to 4 to 6 parts of ice. 'Iurn the crank slowly until 
the mixture i's firm. H.emove the dasher, pack the freezer 
with more ice ill!d sa1 t, and let tha sherbet stc:i.nd £or c�n 
hour or more to ripen. (Vines, 1 9 60 ) .  
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Persimmon Fruit Ice 
2 cups persimmon pulp 1 cup of thick , sweet c �eam 
P.eat to a creamy pulp and freeze. (Fletcher , 1 9 1 5 ) n  
Persimmon 'I'affy 
�10 cups of the syrup from the preserved whole persimmons. 
Add 1 cup of sugar c:i.nd cook until it forms a hard l;all in 
water. Pour on a buttered platter and pull. Cut in sticks 
and squares. (Fletcher , 1 9 1 5 ) .  
Persimmon Fudge 
2 cups persim on pulp 2 cups of sugc:.r 
Cook over a slow fire, stirring occasionally, until 
graining begins. Add 1 teaspoon of baking soda und stir 
over the fire until quite stiff. �pread on buttered p lat­
'ter or paraffin paper. ( Fletcher, 1915 ) .  
Indian Summer Ice Crec:�m 
Soften 1� teasooons of gelatin in � cup water. �horoughly 
blend � �up ho�ey , 1!2 cups light cream, Ll· egg yolks, ar.d 
a dash of salt. Cook this mixture in a double boiler until 
it i s  thick enough to coat a spoon . Stir in the gela-tin and 
cook until dissolved. Cool and then add the grated rind of 
two lemons, 2 tablespoons lemon juice , 1 cup cream, und 2 
cups persimmon puree. �-!ix well and freeze. 'l'his will make 
1�2-2 c_;uarts. (McPherson and McPherson, 1977 ) .  
Persimmon Gutter 
ror every 2 gut:.rts of pulp combine !2 cup of honey , cinna11.oo 
and ginger to taste , 1 tablespoon each of grated orange and 
lemon peel, and 1 cup orange or lemon juice. t-'!iX with pulp 
and cook until bubbling hot and thickened , then pour into 
hot , sterilized jars, and seal. (VicPherson and McPherson, 
1 9 7 7 ) .  
Persimn�n Cobbler 
Co'71bine 3 cups pulp , �� cup honey, and !;; cup oran0c juice. 
Four :1·1ixturc into Cl greased 2 quart casserole. I n  c sepu.­
rate bowl mix 1!.z cups whole wheat flour , 1 cue corrnneal, 
1!2 tee: spoons sod� , 1 teasnoon e;:ich of cinnamo� �nd 0inc:e�. 
�2 teas.:.)oon salt, and 1 ta.1-.)lcspoon grated orange rind . _, To 
this i!1i�'::ture add a combination of !:z cup li<]ht rnolasses , J5 
cup honey, 1 cup hot water , and 2 beaten eggs . ��ur over 
the persimmon pulp and bake in u preheated 350° oven for 
35-45 minutes. Cool 10 minutes and serve with cream . 
(McPherson illld r·1cPherson I 1 9 7 7 ) .  
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Persim.-r:on lline 
Lay 4 or 5 six-inch boughs of pine in the bottom of a ten 
gallon crock. Add eight mashed sweet potatoes ,  washed and 
boiled, but unpeeled , a box of raisins and about a peck of 
unseeded but mashed pcrsirnr.ions .  Cover with 2 or 3 gal lons 
of warm water and stir in 5 lbs. o f  sugar. l-\dd a package of 
dry yeast dissolved in a cup of wana water with a teaspoon 
of sugar , and fi ll the crock with �arm water to within four 
inches of the top. Cover and let set. 
:)ersimrraon wine requires five or six we�ks for ccr.-.plete 
fermentation. All the garbage wi l l  f loa t and you will hc..ve 
to peep below the debris to see the action. �·:hen fermenta­
tion stop s ,  strain through several cloths , allow li0uid to 
settle for two day s , and siphon the wine into sterilized 
bottl0s. Cork lightly, because this brew is untrustworthy. 
When the corks stay down , scul each bo ttle with par af f in . 
'.I'hree years i s  the longest this wine Hi 11 keep. ( I-'i :r:th , 
1972 ) .  
Preserved Whole Persimmons 
Put a thin layer of sugar in the bottom of a j a r ;  then a 
layer of whole ripe persimmons ,  then a l�yer of sugar � anc1 
so on until the j ar i s  full. 1he sugar wi l l  soon dissolve 
and form a syrup. Press the upper fruits down under the 
syru9 or add more syrup to the j a r s .  �eal and store until 
used. •.rhc syrup may be druined off and the fruits served 
like dates , which they wi l l reser.1ble very much in both a:?­
pearance and flavor. ( Fletcher, 1915 ) .  
Preserved Persirrrrnon Pulp 
Mix equa.l a.'ilount s by measure of persimf.lon pulp and sugar 
and place in glass jars . I'artially seal and p:::-ocess pint 
jars :::or 15 n�inutes in boiling-water bath. Seal and store 
in a cool place. ( Vines , 1960 ) .  
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